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Individual-based models

So far, we have considered models that we can express in the form of a recursion
equation (discrete time) or differential equation (continuous time).

We can also build simulation models from scratch, without even thinking about the
equations that might define the model.

These models are particularly useful when considering complex spatial situations. E.g.,
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Individual-based models

Pros:

− Any question is “tractable”
− Relatively easy to implement
− Biologically realistic

Cons:

− Methods are not standardized
− Computationally intensive
− Inferences are “guesses”
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Building an individual-based model

There is no general theory for how to build an individual-based model. Its easiest
learned through doing.

So... let’s build a simple individual-based model!

Let’s model individuals moving around and reproducing in 2D space, competing for
resources required to reproduce.

To make the model interesting, let’s further allow movement distance to be governed
by an individual trait, and to evolve!

From here on, we’ll do this in R together.
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